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pÕ2 and 5pÕ2 twisted bistable nematic liquid crystal display
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A p/2 and 5p/2 twist bistable nematic liquid crystal cell is optimized in optics by a parameter space
approach. The cell possesses good contrast ratio, a preferabledDn value, a wide viewing angle, and
black–white display. Three switching wave forms can be used to switch the cell betweenp/2 and
5p/2 twist states. Controlling the selection voltage amplitude can provide gray scales for the cell.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!06005-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A bistable twisted nematic~BTN! liquid crystal ~LC!
cell, electrically switched between two quasistable twis
states, was discovered by Berreman and Heffner1 in 1981.
Recently, Tanakaet al.2 successfully made use of this bist
bility to develop a LC display~LCD!. This LCD can be
passive matrix driven to show a black–white video gra
array ~VGA! image. Since both of its states have in-pla
alignment, the LCD has a very good viewing-angle char
teristic. Therefore, there have been many studies on imp
ing the BTN LCD.3–6

A serious drawback of the BTN is its smalldDn value
~'l/2!, which requires its cell gap be about 2mm. This thin
of a gap can produce an intercell short circuit very eas
when operating voltage~normally above 20 V! is applied to
the cell. Hence a special technique should be adopte
prevent the short circuit from occurring. In addition, ma
waste products can occur in industrial fabrication since i
very difficult to keep a uniform gap in the cell.

To overcome this drawback, it is necessary to develo
new BTN LCD with a largedDn. In our previous articles,7,8

we reported a~2p/2, 3p/2! BTN, a ~p/2, 5p/2! BTN, and a
reflective BTN. ThedDn values of those BTNs were 0.76
0.48, and 0.94mm, while their cell gap values were 5, 4.
and 7mm, respectively. Generally accepted in TN and ST
~super twist nematic! industrial fabrication, these gap value
seem to be suitable for the industrialization of BTN LCD
But an optical bounce effect in both the~2p/2, 3p/2! BTN
and the reflective BTN was observed in our experimen
This effect will bring about a response time above 0.2 s a
will cause a flicker when a frame time of 0.2 s is adopt
with refreshing matrix addressing. Moreover, because
their having great color dispersion, both BTNs are unable
perform a black–white display. Therefore, both BTNs a
unacceptable as new BTNs with a black–white VGA d
play.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
chxie@public.east.cn.net
2670021-8979/2000/87(6)/2673/4/$17.00
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Fortunately, the fact that no optical bounce effect w
found in the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN makes it possible to develop
new BTN LCD with a largedDn. In our previous study, we
only dealt with discovery of the bistability betweenp/2 and
5p/2 twist states as well as a partial electrooptic curve of
~p/2, 5p/2! BTN.7 In this article, we wish to report furthe
detailed study on its optical properties and its electroop
behaviors.

II. OPTICAL PROPERTIES FOR A TRANSMISSIVE „pÕ
2,5pÕ2… BTN

For a transmissive BTN, both bistable twist states
field-off states, therefore no dynamic calculation of direc
deformation is necessary to optimize the BTN. So a sta
parameter space is ideal for analyzing its optical propert
It was previously demonstrated that a (f, dDn) parameter
space for a fixeda can be used to calculate the contrast ra
of transmissive BTN for any value off anddDn by calcu-
lating the transmittances off and f12p twist states,
separately.9 Here,f is a twist angle,d is a cell gap,Dn is an
optical birefringence, anda is the angle between the inpu
polarization direction and the input LC director. Similarly,
(a, dDn) parameter space for fixedf can be used to cal
culate the contrast ratio of a~p/2, 5p/2! BTN for any value
of a and thedDn value. A contrast ratio~CR! betweenp/2
and 5p/2 twist states is defined as

CR5T~p/2!/T~5p/2!

or

T~5p/2!/T~p/2!. ~1!

The formula used depends on which ratio is larger.T is the
transmittance that can be calculated using the standard J
matrix of the LC cell.10 In our calculation, the input-light
wavelengthl is 550 nm and the pretilt angleu is 0°.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the contrast ratio oa
and dDn for an equilibrium~p/2, 5p/2! BTN LC cell with
parallel-polarizer geometry~the input and output polarize
directors are parallel!. Each contour line in Fig. 1 represen
an increase of 10 in contrast ratio. Clearly, good contra
can be obtained for any value ofa in a zone arounddDn
50.46mm. In this zone, thedDn ranges with good contras
il:
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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are slightly wider ata50°, 90°, 180°, and 270°. For a BTN
the wider itsdDn range with good contrast, the smaller i
color dispersion is, as well as the easier its manufacture
be. Therefore, the optimized points of the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN
cell should be located at 0°, 0.46mm, 90°, 0.46mm, 180°,
0.46 mm, and 270°, 0.46mm in the (a,dDn) parameter
space with parallel-polarizer geometry.

Figure 2 shows the calculation results of the same~p/2,
5p/2! BTN cell with cross-polarizer geometry instead
parallel-polarizer geometry. The good contrast regions lo
like four islands and are located around points of 45°, 0
mm, 135°, 0.78mm, 225°, 0.78mm, and 315°, 0.78mm,
respectively. Compared with Fig. 1, these regions are m
smaller and more sensitive to changes indDn anda. So the
optimal operating point should be selected at 0°, 0.46mm for
a ~p/2, 5p/2! BTN LC cell with parallel-polarizer geometry
Its dDn value of 0.46mm is twice that of Tanaka’s operatin
point.

Besides contrast ratios, other important criteria for
good BTN display are brightness, color dispersion, a
viewing angle. Figure 3 shows the relationship between
transmittance of the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN and itsdDn value for
a50° with parallel polarizers. A solid line represents a res
for the p/2 twist state, and a dashed line that for the 5p/2
twist state. WhendDn50.46mm, thep/2 state reveals nea
zero transmittance, and the 5p/2 state shows about 0.3

FIG. 1. Isocontrast parameter space for a~p/2, 5p/2! BTN with parallel-
polarizer geometry. Each contour line represents an increase of 10 in
trast.

FIG. 2. Isocontrast parameter space for a~p/2, 5p/2! BTN with cross-
polarizer geometry. Each contour line represents an increase of 10 in
trast.
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transmittance. So a good dark state and a reasonably g
bright state can be obtained in the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN.

Figure 4 shows transmittance spectra ofp/2 and 5p/2
twist states for the case ofdDn50.46 mm anda50° with
parallel polarizers. It is found that the color dispersion
both states was small and similar to that of the~0, 2p! BTN.
The brightness and contrast ratio are slightly worse th
those of the~0, 2p! BTN. Indeed, a black–white display with
reasonably good contrast can be obtained for the~p/2, 5p/2!
BTN.

Figure 5 shows the isocontrast dependence of view
angles for the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN LC cell operated at its opti-
mal point. In Fig. 5 each contrast ratio is labeled near e
contour line. Evidently, a contrast ratio larger than 65:1 c
be obtained within 20° in any direction, and still better th
10:1 contrast within 40° in any direction. Alternatively, a 4
rotated configuration may be used with a contrast larger t
20:1 from all reasonable horizontal or vertical viewing dire
tions. This viewing characteristic is very similar to that of
TN cell compensated for by dual domain alignment. The
fore this BTN has a wide viewing-angle characteristic.

III. EXPERIMENT

Of course, good optical properties and the actual el
trooptic behavior of the BTN are separate issues. For inv
tigating the latter, we made a cell with a 7° pretilt angle a
90° planar alignment. The cell is filled with a commerci

n-

n-

FIG. 3. Relationship between the transmittance of a~p/2, 5p/2! BTN and
dDn for the a50° with parallel polarizers. A solid line represents a res
for the p/2 twist state, and a dashed line that for the 5p/2 twist state.

FIG. 4. Transmittance spectra ofp/2 and 5p/2 twist states.dDn50.46mm,
a50°, and parallel polarizers.
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liquid crystal ~MLC 7500/000! and a chiral additive CB15
and itsd/P0 value is controlled near 0.9~d is the cell thick-
ness andP0 is the LC inherent pitch!. The cell gap is 4.6
mm. The input polarizer is parallel to the input director as
the output polarizer. This is the optimized configuration,
discussed above.

Figure 6 shows three pulse wave forms used to sw
the ~p/2, 5p/2! BTN. For the wave form in Fig. 6~a!, thep/2
state can be obtained by turning a voltage pulls off slow
and the 5p/2 states can be obtained by turning it off su
denly. For the Fig. 6~b! wave form, the different pulse am
plitude accomplishes the switching betweenp/2 and 5p/2
twist states. The wave form in Fig. 6~c! consists of a rese
pulse to switch LC molecules to a near-homoetropic st
followed by a selection pulse to select one of two metasta
states. This is the same as the wave form used by Tan
et al.2 The selection time in the wave forms in Fig. 6~c!
is much shorter than that in the wave forms in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 7 shows the time dependence of a transmis
and applied voltage pulse for the BTN LC cell switched
the wave form in Fig. 6~a!. Obviously, thep/2 twist state
which corresponds to low transmission can be obtained

FIG. 5. Isocontrast dependence of the viewing angle for a~p/2, 5p/2! BTN.
dDn50.46mm, a50°, and parallel polarizers.

FIG. 6. Three pulses wave forms used to switch the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN.
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turning a voltage pulse off slowly, and the 5p/2 state corre-
sponding to high transmission can be obtained by turnin
off suddenly. In both cases, no optical bounce effect has b
observed, and the response times are 30 and 10 ms, re
tively. The contrast ratio measured in the normal direction
about 20:1. Seemingly, thep/2 twist state appears black, an
the 5p/2 twist state appears white. Both thep/2 state and the
5p/2 state can last for several seconds after the electric fi
is removed. After this time they tend to relax to a stable 3p/2
state. Indeed, thep/2 and 5p/2 states are metastable state

Figure 8 shows the time dependence of a transmiss
and applied voltage pulse for the BTN LC cell driven by t
wave form in Fig. 6~b!. The pulse duration is 20 ms. Appa
ently, thep/2 state can be obtained by a weaker pulse~8 V!
and the 5p/2 state by a stronger pulse~20 V!. We can adjust
the amplitude of the voltage pulse to select one of two me
stable states. This wave form is the simplest and would b
great significance if it would work well. Unfortunately, du
ing passive matrix addressing, the weaker pulse can
switch the cell from the initial 3p/2 state to thep/2 state, it
can only switch the cell from the 5p/2 state to thep/2 state.
Therefore this wave form is not suitable for practical drivin

Figure 9 shows the time-dependent transmission cu
and the voltage pulse for the BTN LC cell switched by t
wave form in Fig. 6~c!. For this measurement, the rest time
fixed at 22.5 ms with amplitude fixed at 20 V. The selecti
time is fixed at 7.5 ms and the selection voltage amplitu
alternates between 0 and 8 V. Thep/2 state is clearly ob-
tained for 0 V and the 5p/2 twist state for 8 V. Being some
what complex, the driving wave form in Fig. 6~c! is the most

FIG. 7. Transmission of the LCD~upper panel! and applied voltage pulse
~lower panel! as a function of time. The wave form in Fig. 6~a! is used. The
p/2 state has low transmission and the 5p/2 state has high transmission.

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 but with the wave form of Fig. 6~b! as the
switching pulse. The pulse duration is 20 ms. The weaker pulse amplitud
8 V and the stronger pulse amplitude is 20 V.
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suitable and most practical for switching the BTN cell b
cause it can be easily divided into a common scanning sig
and segment data signal to facilitate passive-matrix addr
ing. Actually this wave form has been successfully applied
0 and 2p twist BTN LCDs by Tanakaet al. We believe that
the wave form in Fig. 6~c! is also suitable forp/2 and 5p/2
switching.

Figure 10 shows the dependence of transmission of
BTN on the selection voltage amplitude. The reset pulse
duration of the selection pulse are the same as those in
9. There exists a finite amplitude range between 1 and 1
for selection of thep/2 state. Beyond this range, the 5p/2
state is obtained in range of below 1 or above 18.5 V. In
estingly, a slow transition between 11 and 18.5 V has b
observed to make a better gray scale.

Figure 11 shows the optical response of six gray sc
levels produced by a selection voltage variation betwee
and 18.2 V. None of the gray levels can stay at a fixed le
After the electric field is removed, each gray level w
change gradually and disappear. So gray levels in~p/2,
5p/2! BTN are metastable. The refresh time can be leng

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 7 but with the wave form of Fig. 6~c! as the
switching pulse.Vr520 V, Tr522.5 ms, andTs57.5 ms.

FIG. 10. Dependence of transmission of the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN on the selec-
tion voltage amplitude.Vr520 V, Tr522.5 ms, andTs57.5 ms.
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ened to 2 s since the disappearance of every gray scale n
about 2 s~Fig. 11!. Although Bock6 reported an analogue
gray scale effect in a~0, 2p! BTN very recently, it is thought
to be the first time that a gray scale effect in a~p/2, 5p/2!
BTN has been found. The crosstalk immunity and multiple
ability of the ~p/2, 5p/2! BTN LCD will be investigated in
the future.

So far we have been successful in observing bistab
of the ~p/2, 5p/2! BTN in samples within d/P0

50.90– 0.94. Although thisd/P0 range is narrower than tha
of the ~0, 2p! BTN, whend/P050.92 andd54.6 mm, the
~p/2, 5p/2! BTN could be made into a practical device if i
cell thickness uniformity can be controlled to withinDd
560.1 mm.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed ap/2 and 5p/2 twist
BTN LCD that possesses a high contrast ratio, wide view
angle, and black–white display. Passive-matrix address
can be used to drive the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN cell and to perform
a gray scale which was found in~p/2, 5p/2! BTN LCDs.
Since it has a large cell gap, the~p/2, 5p/2! BTN LCD could
be put into industrial fabrication more easily.
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